
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MISAV ENTERTAINMENT  

ARTIST MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 
 
Date. 01 / 01 / 2020 
  
Name of the actor. Darshan K J 
 

RAJNETA 2019-2020: Movie Full Star Cast & Crew, Story, Release Date, 
 
RAJNETA is an upcoming Bollywood movie in 2020, it is Dramatical film. This film is Directed by Ajay Kas. and Produced by MISAV ENTERTAINMENT. It is made 
under the banner of A MISAV ENTERTAINMENT RAJNETA is scheduled to release on 2019-2020. 

 
This letter confirms agreement that you will take the part of in the film RAJNETA (the “Film”) this is the working title and the final 
name of the film may change. As you know, this is a BIG budget production and we are keen to ensure that everyone understands the 
basis upon which the Film is  being made. If there is anything about this letter that you do not understand or you wish us to clarify, 
please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 
1) You agree to be available to work during the filming period (“the Shoot”) 

 
From. Tue. 17 / 08 / 2020 / to.     /       / 08 / 2020 /                (or you can name the exact dates) 
 
2) You agree that the filming will take place in the following locations 
 
INDORE MADHYA PRADESH, LUCKNOW UTTAR PRADESH, MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA 

 

Actor Address. Jagadeesh K B, Hoysala Ext, Belur Taluk, Halebeedu Hassan, Karnataka - 573121 Contact No.: +919972504685 
 (hereinafter referred to as “Artist” and (Manager) Vishnu b.  Whose address is N.S.B.K. Andheri West Mumbai. 400058 (hereinafter referred to as 
“Manager” 
Producer is producing a theatrical motion picture entitled __RAJNETA___ (the "Picture") for theatrical exhibition.  
B. The said Picture is based upon certain screenplay entitled __ DRAMATICAL __ (the "Screenplay"). 
 
C. Now the Producer desires to utilize the services of Actor in connection with the Picture upon the terms and conditions contained in this 
Agreement. 
 
Now therefore, the parties agree as follows:  
Engagement  
Producer hereby engages the Actor to perform the role of __SIDE SUPPORTING __ in the Screenplay. Actor accepts such engagement  
upon the terms contained in this Agreement.  
Retake 

Actor Sign. 
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or the term and upon termination of this Agreement, Actor shall render such services as Producer may require in producing   
retakes, added scenes, transparencies, close-ups, sound track including dubbing and looping, process shots, trick shots and  
trailers for changes in and foreign versions of the Picture.  
Compensation 
 
Producer shall pay the Actor a salary of Rs. _3000__ per day. All payments payable hereunder to Actor shall be deemed to be equitable and 

inclusive remuneration for all services rendered by Actor in connection with the Picture and no further sums shall be payable to Actor by Producer 

by reason of the exploitation of the Picture and all results and proceeds of Actor's services hereunder in any and all media throughout the 

universe. 

Term 
 
The term of employment hereunder shall begin from the date set forth above and continue until the completion of the photography and 

recordation of said role. Producer hereby guarantees that it will furnish Actor a minimum of _10__ day's employment. 

Non-Union Picture 
 
Producer represents that it is not a signatory or party to the Screen Actors Guild collective bargaining agreement or any other union or guild 

agreement. Actor represents and warrants that Actor is not a member of any union or guild which would prevent Actor from working in the 

Picture. 

Promotional Film. 
 
Actor acknowledges and agrees that Producer will have the exclusive right to make additional promotional films of _3.15__ minutes. Producer 

reserves the right to utilize the results and proceeds of Actor's services in such promotional films. Actor hereby agrees to render such services as 

Producer may request for the said promotional film during the term of this Agreement. Producer shall pay to Actor the sum of Rs. _00__ if such 

promotional film is broadcasted on television or telecasted to a paying audience. 

Rights. 
 
Producer shall own all results and proceeds of Actor's services hereunder, including the copyrights thereof, and as such owner shall have the 
right: (i) to include such results and proceeds in the Picture and in advertising and publicity relating to the Picture, 
 
(ii) to reproduce such results and proceeds by any present or future means, (iii) to combine such results and proceeds with photographs and 

recordings made by others for use in the Picture, (iv) to exhibit and perform such results and proceeds in theatres, on the radio and television, and 

in or by any other present or future media, for profit and otherwise, and for commercial or non-commercial purposes and purposes of trade, and 

(v) to license and assign its rights to any other person or producer. For clarification, the results and proceeds of Actor's services hereunder shall 

include any and all material, words, writings, ideas, "gags", dialogue, melody and lyrics composed, submitted or interpolated by Actor in 

connection with the preparation or production of the Picture (collectively the "material"). All said material, the copyright therein, and all 

renewals, extensions or reversions of copyright now or hereafter provided, shall automatically become the property of Producer, which shall be 

deemed the author thereof, Actor hereby expressly waives and relinquishes any moral rights in and to any material created by or contributed to 

the Picture by Actor including all of Actor's performance. Name and Likeness. 

Producer shall have the exclusive right to use Actor's name, sobriquet, photograph, likeness, voice and or caricature (collectively “Name & 

Likeness”) 

1.That you do hereby agree and undertake to do the acting according to the script demand and to do all type of scenes including expose him/her 
self-body with co-artist according to guidance from director or any creative person of the production house. 
 
2. That you do hereby agree that you will come on call time on shooting date and pack up according to the production house, if y ou would not 

come on time or any trouble happens on that day because of you, you will be responsible to all the expenses for that day and pay to production 

house for the same. 
 
3. That you do hereby agree and undertake to attend the sitting, rehearsals, discussions, shootings, extra shooting, dubbing or the like of the 
picture whenever you are called for irrespective of day and night, indoor and outdoor. 
 
4. The producer do reserve then absolute and unlimited copy right / performance right of your entire work and you shall not have any claim of 
whatever save. 
5. You are inexperienced actor. Therefore, before going to shoot your 1 audition will be taken. If you pass in the final audition, then you will be         
sent to the shoot. 
 
6. The producer shall not solemnly responsible for the any project continue for aforesaid period given to you. It is depend from 

channel/director/producer side to not continue your project. Its matter to pilot submission to pass the project or not by the  

channel/director/producer and discontinue the project at any time.  
7. The producer shall not responsible for any kind of problem happens in case of minor, parents are liable for that.  
8. You have no objection for above mention clauses. You are agreed for the same. 
9. If the actor is not able to act during the shoot, then his roll will be removed in that continuity. 
 

 
( NOTE - If there is no reason why a movie is not made. Or for some reason the production movie is not made, then the CASTING 
COMPANY/DIRECTOR/PRODUCTION HOUSE will have no responsibility. Artist can do any other work in that position. ) 
 
Artist further undertaking: 
We will pay a fee of Rs. 3000  a day for your performance in this Film. The fee is payable within 28 days after the performance was given. This 

letter confirms agreement that you will take the part of supporting actor in the film RAJNETA ( the “Film”) This is the working title and the final 

name of the film may change. ACTOR TELEPHONE: The Actor must keep the Producer advised as to where the Actor may be reached by telephone 

without unreasonable delay. The current telephone number of the Actor is listed at the end of this agreement. 

SPECIAL POWER OF ATTORNEY 
STATE OF MAHARASTRA 
COUNTRY OF INDIA 

Darshan K J (Artist)  - of India hereby appoint (Manager) Vishnu Bhawsar N.S.B.K. Andheri West Mumbai 400058 County of India State of 

Maharashtra as my attorney in fact, to act in my name and in my behalf to execute contracts for my personal ser- vices as a performing artist and 

to perform all acts of whatever kind and nature as may be necessary or proper in the preparation and execution of said contracts and I agree to 

appear and perform said contracts.    

       AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED                                                                                   AGREED AND ACCEPTED 
       Actor Sign.                                                                                                                       Producer/Director/Casting Director 
      _____________________________________                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                   Sign. & Stamp. ________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                          ______________________________________________ 
 


